In online list coloring (introduced by Zhu and by Schauz in 2009), on each round the set of vertices having a particular color in their lists is revealed, and the coloring algorithm chooses an independent subset to receive that color. The paint number of a graph G is the least k such that there is an algorithm to produce a successful coloring with no vertex being shown more than k times; it is at least the choice number. We study paintability of joins with complete or empty graphs, obtaining a partial result toward the paint analogue of Ohba's Conjecture. We also determine upper and lower bounds on the paint number of complete bipartite graphs and characterize 3-paintcritical graphs.
Introduction
The list version of graph coloring, introduced by Vizing [18] and Erdős-Rubin-Taylor [2] , has now been studied in hundreds of papers. Instead of having the same colors available at each vertex, each vertex v has a set L(v) (called its list) of available colors. An L-coloring is a proper coloring f such that f (v) ∈ L(v) for each vertex v. A graph G is k-choosable if an L-coloring exists whenever |L(v)| ≥ k for all v ∈ V (G). The choosability or choice number χ ℓ (G) is the least k such that G is k-choosable. Since the lists at vertices could be identical, always χ(G) ≤ χ ℓ (G). More generally, G is f -choosable if a proper coloring can be chosen from the lists whenever |L(v)| = f (v) for each vertex v.
An online version of list coloring was introduced by Zhu [20] ; independently, Schauz [16] introduced an equivalent notion in a game setting. The lists are revealed one color at a time, by marking the vertices with that color in their lists. The coloring algorithm, which we call Painter, must choose an independent set of marked vertices to receive that color. Colored Ohba [11] conjectured that G is chromatic-choosable when |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G) + 1; after partial results in [8, 11, 12, 14] , this was proved by Noel, Reed, and Wu [10] . Various researchers (see [7] ) observed that the complete multipartite graph K 2,...,2,3 is chromatic-choosable but not chromatic-paintable, so the paintability analogue is slightly different: Conjecture 1.2. [5] If |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G), then G is chromatic-paintable.
In [5] , the Combinatorial Nullstellensatz was used to show that K 2,...,2 and several similar graphs with |V (G)| = 2χ(G) are chromatic-paintable. For K 2,...,2 this was reproved in [7] by an explicit strategy for Painter. A weaker version of Conjecture 1.2 would be χ p (G) = χ(G) when |V (G)| ≤ cχ(G), for some c ∈ (1, 2] .
Lacking such a result, we study lower-order terms. Ohba [11] proved that G is chromaticchoosable when |V (G)| ≤ χ(G) + 2χ(G). We strengthen and extend this in Section 2, proving that G is chromatic-paintable when |V (G)| ≤ χ(G) + 2 χ(G) − 1. The join of graphs G and H, denoted * G H, obtained by adding to the disjoint union of G and H the edges {uv :
The application then follows by induction on the chromatic number. We also prove for all G that G K t is chromatic-paintable when t is sufficiently large; this was proved independently by Kozik, Micek, and Zhu [9] and used there to obtain a slightly weaker strengthening of Ohba's result.
In Section 3, the general problem of f -paintability leads to a recurrence that provides an upper bound on the smallest r such that K k+j,r is not k-paintable. This echoes both the elementary result by Vizing [18] that K k,r is k-choosable if and only if r < k k and the subsequent result by Hoffman and Johnson [4] that K k+1,r is k-choosable if and only if r < k k − (k − 1) k . It turns out that K k,r is k-paintable if and only if r < k k , but K k+1,r fails to be k-paintable when r is smaller than k k − (k − 1) k by a constant fraction. A graph is paint-critical if every proper subgraph has smaller paint number. Building on results in [19] , in Section 4 we characterize paint-critical graphs with paint number 3. The list is similar to the characterization of 3-choice-critical graphs by Voigt [19] . The 3-paint-critical graphs are the odd cycles, the complete bipartite graph K 4,2 , "bicycles" (graphs consisting of two edge-disjoint cycles connected by one path of length at least 0), and certain "theta-graphs". The generalized theta-graph Θ ℓ 1 ,...,ℓ k consists of two vertices joined by internally disjoint paths of lengths ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ k . The rest of the list of paint-critical graphs with paint number 3 consists of Θ 2r,2s,2t and Θ 2r−1,2s−1,2t−1 with r ≥ 1 and s, t ≥ 2. Riasat and Schauz [13] independently explored 3-paint-critical graphs, giving for example a characterization of the minimal ones with respect to vertex deletion.
Paintability of Graph Joins
In this section we strengthen results of Ohba [11] . When describing strategies, we say that Lister marks or plays M and that Painter deletes or colors an independent subset of M. When f is a token assignment on G and H ⊆ G, we say that H is f -paintable when Painter has a winning strategy on H for the restriction of f to V (H); that is, when each vertex of H starts with f (v) tokens. Let d G (v) denote the degree of vertex v in a graph G.
Proposition 2.1. The following statements hold for Lister/Painter games.
(
Lister can force a win with no marked set before the last being independent.
Proof. (a) Edge deletion does not invalidate Painter moves, so we may let H be an induced subgraph. In the game on H, Painter can respond to Lister's moves as in G and win.
(b) By (a), we may assume that G − v is f -paintable. To win on G, Painter follows a winning strategy for G − v, deleting v when marked only if none of its neighbors are deleted by that strategy. In this way at most d G (v) tokens will be used at v, so Lister cannot win.
(c) If Lister plays an independent set M, then Painter can delete it, and Lister must then win on the remaining graph. Hence Lister can win by not playing M and instead playing the rest of the game on the rest of the graph.
The importance of Proposition 2.1(b) is that if in the course of the game on a graph H a position arises in which a vertex has more remaining tokens than its remaining degree, then this vertex can be deleted without affecting who wins. For example, d-degenerate graphs (where every subgraph has a vertex of degree at most d) are (d + 1)-paintable. We thus invoke Proposition 2.1(b) to discard vertices by saying "by degeneracy".
The observations in Proposition 2.1 lead to our tool for extending Ohba's Theorem. In the special case t = 1, the second condition is vacuous, implying (when iterated) that G K r is (k + r)-paintable when G is k-paintable.
Proof. We give an explicit strategy for Painter. Let T denote the added independent set of t vertices. By Proposition 2.1(c), we may assume that Lister marks at least one vertex in V (G) until no such vertices remain.
Let S be a winning strategy for Painter on G with k tokens at each vertex. Painter uses S until V (G) is exhausted, except for one special round associated with the extra token at the vertices of G. When Lister plays M, say that the vertices of T − M are omitted. Painter responds within M ∩ V (G) as specified by S, unless condition (*) holds:
Each vertex of T − M has been omitted in at least µ rounds, where µ =
When (*) first occurs, Painter deletes T ∩ M. Subsequently, Painter continues to use S (some vertices of G may have an extra token). It suffices to show (1) condition (*) must occur before Lister can win, and (2) after the round when (*) occurs, each vertex of T − M has more tokens remaining than the number of vertices remaining in G. By degeneracy, the rest of T can be ignored, and continuing to use S enables Painter to win.
(1): We show that Lister cannot win without (*) occurring. That is, while (*) has not occurred, Lister cannot mark a vertex v of T more than k times. When v is marked and (*) has not occurred, each round that marked v has omitted at least one vertex of T that was not yet omitted µ times. Hence v has been marked fewer than (t − 1)µ times. Since (t − 1)µ ≤ k and v is any marked vertex of T , Lister has not won.
(2): Suppose that (*) occurs when Lister plays M in round r. A vertex v ∈ T − M still has at least k + 1 − (r − µ) tokens. This value exceeds
and at least one vertex is deleted from V (G) on each of these r rounds, the remaining degree of v is at most
Definition 2.3. Let G be a complete multipartite graph with t distinct sizes of parts, k 1 , . . . , k t , where there are r i parts of size k i . Following [7] , we denote G by K k 1 * r 1 ,...,kt * rt . In addition, when r i = 1, we drop " * r i " from the notation.
Erdős-Rubin-Taylor [2] proved that K 2 * r is chromatic-choosable, strengthened to chromaticpaintability in [7] . Theorem 2.2 yields this immediately using t = 2.
Corollary 2.4. If G is chromatic-paintable, and |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G), then G K 2 is chromaticpaintable. In particular, K 2 * r is chromatic-paintable. Theorem 2.2 also yields chromatic-paintability for some other complete multipartite graphs, providing partial results toward Conjecture 1.2. Let G a denote the class of graphs having an optimal coloring in which each color class has size at most a. Corollary 2.4 proves Conjecture 1.2 for graphs in G 2 . We next prove chromatic-paintability for a subset of G 3 . By Proposition 2.1(a), it suffices to consider complete multipartite graphs.
Corollary 2.5. K 1 * q,2 * r,3 * s is chromatic-paintable when q ≥ 1 and 3s ≤ q + 3.
Proof. If K 1 * q,3 * s is chromatic-paintable and q + 3s ≤ 2(q + s), then adding independent sets of size 2 preserves chromatic-paintability, as observed above. The inequality reduces to s ≤ q, which holds when 3s ≤ q + 3 with q ≥ 1 and s is an integer. Therefore, it suffices to show that K 1 * q,3 * s is chromatic-paintable when 3s ≤ q + 3.
We start with K 1 * q and iteratively take the join with independent sets of size 3. Consider G K 3 . To apply Theorem 2.2, we need |V (G)| ≤ (3/2)χ p (G). By induction on s, K 1 * q,3 * s will be chromatic-paintable if q+3(s−1) ≤ (3/2)(q+s−1), which simplifies to 3s ≤ q+3.
Note that here the number of vertices is at most 2k + 1 − 2 3 q, where k is the chromatic number. We require q ≥ 1 because K 2 * r,3 is not 3-paintable for r > 1 [7] .
Ohba [11] showed that G is chromatic-choosable when |V (G)| ≤ χ(G) + 2χ(G). Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain chromatic-paintability under a weaker restriction.
Proof. Let n = |V (G)| and k = χ(G). A proper k-coloring of G expresses G as a subgraph of a complete k-partite graph, so we may assume that G is a complete k-partite graph. Let q be the number of parts of size 1. We prove the claim by induction on k − q. When k − q = 1, G has the form K t K q , which is chromatic-paintable by repeatedly applying Theorem 2.2, adding one vertex each time.
When k−q > 1, let T be a smallest non-singleton part, with t = |T |, and let G ′ = G−T . It suffices to prove (1) G ′ is small enough for the induction hypothesis to making G ′ chromaticpaintable, and (2) 
. The difference of consecutive square roots is small; since t ≥ 2 and k ≥ 3, the inequality holds.
(2): Again we are given n ≤ k + 2 √ k − 1, but now we need n − t ≤ t t−1
. The right side is minimized when t − 1 = √ k − 1, and there equality holds.
The bound in Theorem 2.6 holds with equality when k − 1 is a perfect square and G is the complete k-partite graph with k − 2 parts of size 1 and two parts of size 1 + √ k − 1. Consider now G K t . Although always χ(G K t ) = χ(G) + t, adding t vertices need not increase the paint number by t. In fact, G K t is chromatic-paintable when t is sufficiently large. Kozik, Micek, and Zhu [9] also proved this, but without an explicit bound on the value of t that suffices. We prove a technically more general statement; it applies to all graphs because always G is d-degenerate when d is the maximum degree.
Let
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a d-degenerate graph having an optimal coloring with color classes
Proof. Let π be an ordering of V (G) in which each vertex has at most d earlier neighbors. Let T be the set of t added dominating vertices not in G. Since χ(G K t ) = k + t, it suffices to give a strategy for Painter to show that G K t is (k + t)-paintable. When M ⊆ V (G), Painter deletes an independent subset of M chosen greedily with respect to π. For v ∈ V (G), there are at most d such rounds in which v is marked but not removed, by the choice of π. Hence we will reserve d + 1 tokens for such rounds, not used on rounds with M ∩ T = ∅. When M ∩ T = ∅, Painter will delete a vertex of M ∩ T or a subset of M ∩ V (G). We must ensure that the first option is not used too often when v ∈ M; the second option causes no trouble if d + 1 tokens are reserved for v.
Let v be a vertex of G remaining when round s begins. Let g(v, s) denote the number of earlier steps on which M ∩ T = ∅ and v / ∈ M. 
Complete Bipartite Graphs
Vizing [18] proved that K k,r is k-choosable if and only if r < k k . We extend this characterization to k-paintability by considering a more general f -paintability problem on K k,r . The theorem leads to further results about the k-paintability of K k+j,r . Theorem 3.1. Consider K k,r with k ≤ r, having parts X and Y with X = x 1 , . . . , x k . When f (x i ) = t i and f (y) = k for y ∈ Y , Painter has a winning strategy if and only if r < t i .
Proof. (Necessity) It suffices to show that
Any coloring chosen from these lists puts a color from U i on x i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, but then the vertex in Y having this set as its list cannot be properly colored.
(Sufficiency) Note that r < t i requires min t i ≥ 1. We use induction on t i . When t i = k, we have Y = ∅, and Painter will win. For t i > k, consider the first marked set M. By Proposition 2.1(c), we may assume that M intersects both X and Y . We may also assume |M ∩ X| = 1; otherwise, Painter deletes M ∩ X and each remaining vertex in Y has more tokens than its degree. We may assume M ∩ X = {x k }. Let q = |M ∩ Y |. Case 2:
Since t k − 1 tokens remain on v k , the induction hypothesis applies.
Corollary 3.2. K k,r is k-paintable if and only if r < k k .
Hoffman and Johnson [4] proved that K k+1,r fails to be k-choosable if and only if r ≥ k k − (k − 1) k . We will see in Corollary 3.8 that the least r such that K k+1,r is not k-paintable is smaller than this when k ≥ 4 (also for k = 3, by computer search). Consider K l,r with partite sets X of size l and Y of size r. We present a recursive strategy for Lister on K l,r when the vertices in Y all have k tokens and the vertices in X have t 1 , . . . , t l tokens, respectively. Definition 3.3. Fix nonnegative integers k and l. Given an l-tuple t of nonnegative integers, and S ⊆ [l], let t S denote the l-tuple obtained from t by reducing by 1 the coordinates indexed by S, and let t| S denote the (l − |S|)-tuple obtained from t by restricting t to the coordinates indexed by [l] − S. Define g(k, t) recursively by letting
Proof. We use induction on t i . By the definition of g(k, t), the claim holds when min t i = 0. Otherwise, the boundary cases imply that in the nontrivial case the minimum occurs only when |S| = 1. By symmetry, we may assume S = {l}. By the induction hypothesis,
Thus the next theorem includes, within the special case l = k, a proof that K k,r is not k-paintable when r ≥ k k .
Theorem 3.5. Consider K l,r with l ≤ r, having parts X and Y with X = x 1 , . . . , x l . When f (x i ) = t i and f (y) = k for y ∈ Y , Lister has a winning strategy if r ≥ g(k, t).
Proof. We give a recursive strategy for Lister, using induction on t i . If min t i = 0, then Lister wins by playing a vertex in X with no tokens, even if Y is empty. When min t i > 0, we may assume r = g(k, t) and let S be an index subset of [l] that yields the minimum in the definition of g(k, t). Lister plays {x i : i ∈ S} plus g(k − 1, t| S ) vertices in Y . By Proposition 2.1(a), Painter deletes a maximal independent subset of M. By summing instances of i / ∈S t i as the token counts in X decrease, we can accumulate enough vertices in Y to ensure a win for Lister. Eventually some token count in X is driven to 0, and Lister wins by marking that vertex with no need for additional vertices in Y . We thus obtain a value of r such that K k+1,r is not k-paintable. Below we list the computation for k ≤ 4. At each step, we list the vector t of token counts in X and the number of vertices in Y that Lister will mark and Painter will delete. We conclude that K 3,3 is not 2-paintable, K 4,19 is not 3-paintable, and K 5,164 is not 4-paintable. We will show that the in general the threshold on r for χ p (K k+1,r > k is smaller
(the threshold for χ ℓ (K 4,r ) > 3 is r = 19, but the threshold for χ ℓ (K 5,r ) > 4 is r = 175, larger than 164).
However, Lister in fact can win even with smaller r. Exhaustive computer search of the games has shown that already K 4,12 is not 3-paintable, improving the bound r ≤ 19 computed above (K 4,11 is 3-paintable). We have not determined the least r such that K 5,r is not 4-paintable. However, optimizing over S to compute the recursive bound g (4, (4, 4, 4, 4, 4) ) from Theorem 3.5, we find that K 5,126 is not 4-paintable, improving on K 5,164 .
Marking the vertices in X with highest token counts greedily makes the product of the remaining counts smallest at each step. This heuristic is generally good, but we have found instances where it is better for Lister to mark vertices with smaller counts. We also have found instances where it is better for Lister to mark fewer than l − k + 1 vertices in X. These anomalies suggest that determining the paintability of K l,r in general is very hard, and hence we only present bounds.
, where h is the result of the recursive computation in Definition 3.3 when S always corresponds to two vertices in X with the most tokens.
Proof. The iteration to compute h takes no more than (k−1)(k+1) 2 + 1 rounds. Each round accumulates the product of all remaining entries except the two largest, and those largest decrease by 1. To get an upper bound on the product at each round, replace all entries with their average. Summing over 0 ≤ n ≤ (k − 1)(k + 1)/2, we have
Corollary 3.8. When k is sufficiently large, K k+1,r is k-choosable when r < (.62 + o(1))k k , but K k+1,r is not k-paintable when r > (.5 + o(1))k k .
Proof. The threshold k k − (k − 1) k for non-k-choosability [4] is asymptotic to k k (1 − e −1 ). On the other hand, the bound from Proposition 3.7 is less than 
Paint-critical graphs
Voigt in [19] characterized 3-choice-critical graphs, using the characterization of 2-choosable graphs. Using an analogous characterization of 2-paintable graphs [20] , we adapt the methods of Voigt to characterize 3-paint-critical graphs.
Definition 4.1. A graph G is k-paint-critical if χ p (G) > χ p (G − e) whenever e ∈ E(G).
The core of a graph is the subgraph obtained by iteratively deleting vertices of degree 1.
Since G is 2-edge-connected, we can grow G from any 2-edge-connected subgraph by iteratively adding ears (paths through new vertices that connect existing vertices) or closed ears (cycles using exactly one existing vertex). Consider growing G from G ′ in this way. The possibilities for the first such addition are shown in Figure 1 . If a cycle is added or an added path forms a cycle with one edge of G ′ (cases (a), (b), and (c) in Figure 1 ), then the cycle has odd length or yields edge-disjoint even cycles.
If the added path connects the two high-degree vertices of G ′ (case (e)), then it forms an odd cycle or Θ 2,2,2,2 (which lies in P) or a graph containing Θ 2r,2,2 with r > 1 (again in P).
Finally, if the added path connects two low-degree vertices of G ′ , then it forms an odd cycle with two edges of G ′ or forms a theta-graph of the form Θ 2r+1,3,1 with r ≥ 1 having a high-degree vertex at an endpoint of the added path.
